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        Robotics
      
Robots are nowadays almost omnipresent, they explore other planets, produce car parts, operate patients, transport goods, work in hazardous environments or even support the agriculture industry by removing weed or harvesting ripe fruits autonomously. There is hardly any field in industrial as well as domestic sectors, that is not relying on robots and FAULHABER drive systems are used when the requirements for these drives and robotic applications are tough.
Nowadays, shopping the latest trends in fashion or technology is just a click away. As soon as an order is placed, robots take over, picking items, transporting goods, preparing shipping. Speed, reliability and high torques in a small size are the reasons, why FAULHABER drive systems are the first choice for robotic applications in logistics. Inspection robots, similar to logistics, often work without us noticing. Modern day sewer inspection and renovation is preferably done through trenchless repair so the floating traffic is not hindered. Inspection robots, driven by FAULHABER, are getting the job done as they are able to cope even with harsh underground conditions. The FAULHABER graphite commutated CR series as well as the brushless flat series BXT in combination with our GPT planetary gearheads are ideally suited for robotic applications in these challenging environments as they are robust, powerful but also very compact in size. Their robustness is also a key factor to their success in remote controlled robots as well. Usually deployed in situations such as searching for survivors in a collapsed building, checking potentially dangerous items, during hostage situations or other law enforcement measures, our drives ensure the successful mission, drastically reducing the risk to the human beings involved in such activities thanks to the very precise control and high reliability.
The FAULHABER portfolio of high precision industrial grade drives, gearheads, encoders, speed or motion controllers is your best choice for these and a wide variety of other, often challenging robotic applications. They can be configured conveniently, integrated easily and securely using standardized interfaces, convincing with their compact size, high endurance and high performance.
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High precision



Long service life and reliability



Low maintenance requirements



Minimal installation space



Dynamic start/stop operation











        Application Areas
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                    Agricultural robotics
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                    Humanoid robots
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                    Intelligent logistics robots
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                    Inspection robots
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                    Remote-controlled robots
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                    Compact industrial robots
                  















        Drive systems for Robotics
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            No cogging
          

            Smooth position and speed control
          

            High efficiency
          
[image: ]Precision Gearheads

            Available in a wide variety of reduction ratios
          

            Zero backlash versions are available
          

            Available with a variety of shaft bearings including sintered, ceramic, and ball bearings
          
[image: ]Motion Controllers

            Compact design
          

            Controlled via RS232, EtherCAT or CAN interface
          

            Minimal wiring requirements
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            Application
          
Brushless DC-Motors
Robotics


              FAULHABER motor contributes to underwater research in robotic fish
            
Croglio - The students of the Mechanical Engineering program at the ETH in Zurich presented the autonomous underwater robot "Belle" at the Swiss Robotics Day at the beginning of November. The robot, which is equipped with artificial intelligence (AI), not only looks like a fish, but also moves like…

                Read more
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              Game changer in logistics
        

              Faster, more efficient, more sustainable – due to global competition in industry combined with booming online trade, transport structures in intralogistics are facing new challenges. The industries' answer: Automation. From storage to shipping, key work steps are being taken over by...
          

          Read more
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              Study Course Logistics: EduArt - Your Tutor 4.0
        

              Industry 4.0 and Intralogistics 4.0 are changing the production environment long term. The need for autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) and autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) as well as the requirements on them are becoming more and more complex. In order to enable the industry to keep up...
          

          Read more
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              Trenchless renovation
        

              As is the case with any type of infrastructure, sewers require regular maintenance. But the often narrow pipes below the ground are difficult to access. Instead of unearthing them at great expense, users of trenchless renovation procedures use specialized robots that carry out the...
          

          Read more
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              How do you feed 10 billion people?
        

              "Smart farming" is an important part of the answer to this existential question: Extremely high efficiency in food production through the targeted use of the latest technology, computer-supported and – where possible – fully automatic. Seeds are individually and precisely placed;...
          

          Read more
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              Firmly on track to autonomous production
        

              In the age of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0, intralogistics play a critical role. For fully automated production from batch size one, the right parts must be transported to the production stations at the right time. With an innovative, autonomous transport system,...
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              Scored with every shot
        

              In the spring of 2017, the CUE Project started as a part of a project by Toyota Motor Corporation's in-house volunteer group, the Toyota Engineering Society, entitled "Absolute beginners take up the challenge of developing AI from scratch." The project was born out of the idea that it...
          

          Read more
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              The mini series takes a taxi
        

              The Internet of Things makes it possible to produce individualized products automatically – in batches as small as a single product. The path of the component through the assembly process thereby takes on an entirely new meaning. In the Adaptive Machine Platform Prolynk, manufacturing...
          

          Read more
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              Team HSR Enhanced from the University of Applied Sciences Rapperswil had already won the first CYBATHLON 2016 in the motorised wheelchair competition. In the second edition of the contest in 2020, which was organised as a virtual competition due to Covid-19, the team from Eastern...
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              Direct drive with very large aperture and high performances
        

              With its DM66200H series, FAULHABER is opening up a whole new dimension in performance for motors with internal opening (aperture). As a direct drive, the new hollow shaft motor operates backlash-free and can be integrated into different applications with very limited effort.
      ...
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              Piezo Motors Power MRI Robot
        

              Surgeons treating brain cancer face a conundrum: They can capture ultra-high-resolution images of the tumor using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or they can use ultra-precise surgical tools to remove the tumor, but they can't do both at the same time. At least they couldn't...
          

          Read more
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              Smart logistics
        

              Microdrives and Motion Controllers from FAULHABER are what make the TORU picker robot from Magazino so versatile. With an eye to the constantly growing sector of online retail, logistics and material flow are coveted playing fields for technical progress – with the goal of increasing...
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              Incredibly reliable
        

              To the car driver waiting for the green light, the busy intersection in the heart of the city looks no different from any other morning. They don't realize that they are in the middle of a building site – or on top of one to be more precise. Just a few meters below them, a dazzling...
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              Zippermast - Tape measure meets zip
        

              The remote-controlled caterpillar vehicle with the bobbycar format stops just in front of the head-high wall. Then, a mast extends upwards from its interior on top of which a small camera is mounted. A few moments later, it has an unhindered view of the events behind the wall. The...
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              Applied environmental protection underground
        

              Modern civilization cannot do without a working wastewater system. It is important that contaminated water makes its way safely to the sewage treatment plant. As many drainage systems and household pipe connections are now decades old, they often need to be repaired or replaced....
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              Detect, secure, defuse
        

              The timely tracking down and disarming of bombs, IEDs, booby traps and other dangerous munitions from the extremist arsenal is most definitely a job for the professionals. Prior reconnaissance – to avoid calling in the specialists unnecessarily and to ensure a confirmed threat is...
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              Face Of The Future
        

              For centuries, people have dreamed of creating artificial human beings. Nowadays, modern technology is capable of realizing this dream in the form of the humanoid robot. Even if there is still a considerable amount of development work necessary, every project has to take those first...
          

          Read more
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              Compact drives for hexapod micropositioning systems
        

              The miniaturization of mechanical, electrical and electronic components is one of the key trends dominating research and development activities within the area of drive technology. Small yet high-powered motors are capable of exploiting new opportunities in automation technology. One...
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              DC micromotors pack a powerful punch
        

              Today, mobile robots are often deployed in critical situations that are simply too dangerous for humans to handle – as part of industrial operations, law enforcement or anti-terror measures, e.g. to identify a suspicious object or disarm a bomb.
Owing to the extreme circumstances,...
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              High-Traction Sewer Robot with Compact DC Motors
        

              Thousands of miles of underground pipes are responsible for handling important tasks. They have to operate reliably. Internal inspection and maintenance has so far only been possible where pipe diameters are large. Relatively small sewers do not offer enough space for human beings,...
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              Size is crucial
        

              Miniature unmanned ground vehicles reliably perform reconnaissance in the harshest environments, with the help of compact, high-torque servomotors.
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              Evolution of Humanoid Robotics
        

              Robots explore other planets, produce car parts and vacuum dust and are today almost omnipresent. They do not, however, usually look like the science fiction fan might imagine: they move around as a flat trolley on wheels or are permanently installed as bulky machines in industrial...
          

          Read more
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